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Pre-Twinkle Preflight Checklist 

Parent Guide 

Rest Position: 

• Feet together 
o Toes pointed toward practice parent or teacher 
o Left hand resting by side of body.  If fidgets occur, the left hand can do a shake and flop before 

progressing. 
o Knees relaxed and not locked back “chicken legs” 

• Bridge peeks out 
o Left elbow on the chinrest.  This should be gentle; it is not necessary to compress the instrument 

against the body! 
o Violin should be touching right hip right at the shoulder rest or sponge.  If the back of the violin is 

touching, then the bridge will not be visible. 
• Scroll across from nose 

o Right hand should hold bow parallel to the instrument 
o Eyes forward and attention to practice parent or teacher 

Feet: 

• Unzip feet 
o Toes should form a 90˚ angle bisected by centerline of the body 
o This is a great chance to get the wiggly toes sorted 

• Waddle 
o Heels should be located directly under shoulders- forming a rectangle around the body- heels to 

hips to shoulders 
o At the end of the waddle, the head should already be placed correctly, with shoulders even and 

ears above shoulders.  This makes the next two portions easier! 

Violin: 

• Head 
o Ensure the instrument is placed on top of the head without the student ducking or moving the 

posture established before. 
o The arm should extend, not the head and neck descend! 

• Ear 
o The button of the violin should go directly into the ear!  Many students try to line this up at the 

back of their jawbone or on their cheek.  This results in a violin that is too far forward.  If necessary, 
take some time to “drill the brains out” so this step sticks. 

• Shoulder 
o Find the natural resting point of the violin atop the shoulder.  Since everyone’s setup is fitted to 

them, this should result in the following: 
 End button touches the neck right at the external carotid artery.  “the violin should be able 

to feel your pulse.” 
 The tailpiece should be directly in line with the shoulder 
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 The chin should hang over the center of the tailpiece.  Remember, the chinrest is for the 
jawbone and the chin does not touch the violin! 

o Do not allow the student to move on to the next step if the violin is not properly situated on the 
shoulder- the movements of the head will exaggerate any errors in placing the violin on the 
shoulder. 

Head: 

• Nose up 
o Chin up so nose sticks up about 45˚ above level 
o Check that the “Turtle” (neck extended forward) or “Iguana” (neck retracted between shoulders) 

do not occur!  If either occurs, laugh about it and start from the feet again. 
• Over 

o Rotate the head to the left until the nose is pointed at the 1:00 position of the scroll of the violin is 
12:00. 

o Many students try to point their nose directly at the scroll; this brings up the left shoulder and 
increases tension in the tendons on the right side of the neck. 

o If the nose is too far forward, the jawbone will not contact the chinrest in the correct location, 
making it impossible to hold the violin without assistance. 

• Relax 
o Simple for the student but complicated for the parent! 
o Check three common tension points: 

 Tendons sticking out on the right side of the neck – solve by checking nose is pointed at 
1:00 and allowing more head weight to rest on the instrument 

 Tension in muscles on the right side of the neck – solve by raising and lowering right 
shoulder, relaxing jaw muscles, or “tipping out the water” from the left ear. 

 Lifting the right shoulder – solve by holding scroll of the violin, shaking left hand or doing 
repeated high-fives until shoulder relaxes.  While continuing the motion, gradually give 
the weight of the instrument back to the student until you no longer need to assist them. 

o Double-check that shoulders are not angled, and we do not have any “turtle” or “iguana” neck! 

Bow Hold: 

• Shake & flop 
o Students with experience building the bow hold love to breeze through this step.  But it’s the most 

important!  Relaxed fingers are moldable into a perfect bow hold; tension-filled fingers are not… 
o Check to see that every finger is relaxed before moving forward.  Each finger should be curved, 

and wrist should be relaxed. 
• Cover the eye of the frog 

o The ring finger should sit atop the eye of the frog or at least cover half. 
o Many students will creep up so the ring and middle fingers are on the stick of the bow, making a 

“spider bow hold.”  This causes the pinky to tighten and limits the weight we can put into the bow. 
o The middle and ring fingers should be touching but not grasped together.  Practice “petting the 

frog” to extend the range of motion and increase flexibility in the fingers. 
• Pinky perching 

o The tip of the pinky should land on top of the stick.  Every bow will have an octagonal stick below 
the frog, so the pinky should find the topmost side for maximum contact with the bow. 
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o We should always strive for a curved pinky- “two bumps,” where each joint is bent slightly.  This 
requires immense practice and plenty of finger strength.  If this step is too challenging, do more 
pinky push-ups! 

• First finger wraps around 
o The first finger should never reach toward the stick of the bow.  Instead, the stick of the bow is 

lifted to touch the finger. 
o The stick of the bow should contact the finger between the first and second joint.  Depending on 

the length of the player’s fingers, the exact point of contact varies dramatically. 
o When wrapping the finger around, it should be gentle- not like a boa constrictor! 

• Thumb bent on the bottom 
o Along with the pinky, the bent thumb is the other part of the bow hold where many students 

struggle.  This is why so many of the bow hold games focus on pinky and thumb. 
o The bent thumb should sit with the corner opposite the first finger resting at a 45˚ angle from the 

bow hair and on the edge of the silver ferrule.  The thumb should not touch the bow hair, but 
should be very close. 

o A relaxed thumb will have little to no tension in the large thumb muscle inside the hand.  This can 
also be felt in the forearm tendons immediately above the thumb muscles and wrist. 

o If the thumb is tense, we can “swing like a monkey” to relax, then climb back up to the ferrule and 
reset.  This will take many, many repetitions! 

• Curved arch 
o When looking down the stick of the bow, the first finger and thumb should form a round arch 

shape.  This ensures the bow hold is not collapsed, does not press into the string, and is a further 
check that the first finger and thumb are curved. 

o If this is collapsed, the easiest solution is to start the bow hold again. 
o However, you can hold the pinky in position with your thumb and first finger, and slide your 

middle finger through the bow hold to release the base joint of the first finger.  This takes some 
practice for parents! 

Left Hand: 

• Let go 
o If all the steps for feet, violin, and head are good, this step will be secure.  Many students are afraid 

that letting go of the shoulder will cause the violin to fall.  This is not the case if all the previous 
steps are in place! 

o When letting go of the shoulder, the scroll will drop slightly- about ½ - 1½ inches.  This is simply 
the weight of the instrument transferring from the left hand to the collarbone. 

o It is very common for students to lift their left shoulder when letting go of the violin-  
 this causes the instrument to pitch forward, making it more likely it will fall off the 

shoulder! 
 From the parent holding the scroll in place, gradually give the weight to the student.  

Employing distractions such as high-fives or a left handshake will keep the shoulder loose 
and reduce the insecurity of feeling the instrument will fall. 

o The instrument is held in place on the shoulder.  It is not held up.  This cantilevered position works 
because there is more weight in the scroll than behind the shoulder rest. 

• Elbow under corner 
o The seam line from the treble side corner should point directly toward the inside of the left elbow. 
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o Practice this step by having a “practice friend” jump from the corner and land on the inside of the 
elbow. 

o Many students will tuck the elbow under the violin over time because it feels more secure.  This 
inevitably leads to holding the instrument from the left and positions the fingers of the left hand at 
an angle- making it more challenging to play in tune. 

• Tunnel 
o Form a tunnel with the thumb and middle finger of the left hand like a “doughnut” around the neck 

of the violin. 
o This step is usually simple for students, but it is a great opportunity to check and see where they 

are trying to hold up the instrument with their left hand.  Common places are 
 With the wrist against the shoulder or saddle of the violin 
 With the pinky muscle inside the hand 
 With the flesh on the outside of the first finger 
 With the base joint of the thumb under the neck of the violin 

• Wrist tucks in 
o Straighten the inside of the wrist (palm side of the hand) and allow it to support the left hand 

position. 
o Once again, this is a step most students do not struggle with.  However, it is very common for the 

setup to change over time when we begin placing fingers. 
• Rotate (smiley face) 

o After the elbow, tunnel, and wrist are in place, rotate the hand so the pinky muscles on the side of 
the hand are in line with the strings and facing toward the student. 

o Many adults struggle with this step immensely!  The bones of the wrist begin to fuse together 
around age 12, and make this motion increasingly difficult.  This is not hard for children! 

o When this step is done properly, the student should be able to look down the neck of the violin, 
through the tunnel. 

• Hovering fingers 
o When placing fingers, it is ideal to have them in position above the strings.  This allows a simple 

release from the base joints to drop the fingers into position on the strings. 
o For all of the pieces at the beginning of Book 1, we will be exclusively using the RED finger pattern.  

This means a whole step between fingers 1 and 2, half step between 2 and 3, and another whole 
step between 3 and 4 (when we add 4th finger in Perpetual motion later on).   

o Extensive practice of floor exercises will “program” the hand to instinctively find this hand position 
on the violin. 

 

Congratulations!  If everything looks good, you’re almost ready to play Twinkle! 

Keep up the great work! 


